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Extended Abstract
Due to their structure, ferrite nanoparticles are characterised by unusual properties that are still the subject of many
scientific studies [1], [2]. Although magnetite itself has been the basis of research for many years, its properties still
intrigue a large group of scientists in recent years. Above that, magnetite nanoparticles (NPs) are widely tested in various
applications, including drug delivery systems and catalysis. This broad spectrum of applicability is related to their unique
properties, such as biocompatibility and reactive surface [3]. In addition, ferrite nanoparticles are widely studied and tested
as nanostructured magneto-dielectric antenna substrates and as electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding materials.
Understanding the electron's behaviour in inorganic materials in a wide range of frequencies and temperatures is one of the
leading research issues, especially in electronic, optoelectronic and energy storage applications. Moreover, these properties
can be changed by the structure, size, shape and chemical composition modifications. For example, the influence of Fe3O4
nanoparticles' shape on their dielectric and electromagnetic EMI shielding properties has been described in the literature
for spherical and rod-shaped nanoparticles (nanorods) [4].
Accordingly, dielectric and electrical conduction mechanisms were studied and analysed in the context of the
magnetite nanoparticle synthesis methods. It is well-known that the synthesis method can allow us to synthesise
nanoparticles with various shapes, controlled agglomeration degrees, and surfaces modified by organic compounds,
polymers, or even through other inorganic materials (core-shell structures). Herein, the changes in the electrons' behaviours
were studied in the context of the structure modification through the heat treatment, surface functionalisation and
magnetite oxidation under co-precipitation. While for the commonly used polycrystalline ferrites, magnetodielectric
properties can be easily modified through the grains and grain boundaries modification, in the case of the nanoparticles, the
changes in their surface play a crucial role in the electron transport. Interestingly, a properly chosen magnetite synthesis
method can allow obtaining samples characterised by ultralow (about 10-5 S/cm) or ultrahigh (about 10-1 S/cm) electrical
conductivity and modulated dielectric losses (low for the applicability in the supercapacitors and high for the EMI
shielding materials).
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